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2019 NZAquaBots Challenge in Nelson is Sunday, 3 November. The night before, the pool 
will be open to practice on the course (time TBA). 
 
2019 NZAquaBots Challenge in Auckland is Thursday, 4 November. 
 
To register for either challenge go to:  
The Structure of NZAquaBots 
NZAquaBots is designed to give students an overall experience in the engineering process.   NZAquaBots gives 
New Zealand students the opportunity to demonstrate what they have learned to professionals in the field, 
educators, other students, and the general public.  
 
The 2019 NZAquaBots Challenge will consist of 3 underwater competitions and a team presentation.  The 
challenges are a test of how well the students design, build, and operate their NZAquaBots. The team 
presentation is a test of organisational and documentation capabilities which allows the students to showcase 
their design and demonstrate how well they can convey their engineering ideas and market their NZAquaBot.  
. 
Your ROV has been hired to complete the following tasks as a means to explore the wonders of the Pasifika 
culture and history:  
1) Retrieve and bring back cultural items of significance from three ‘islands’ around the Pacific and deliver 
cultural items of significance to the same three ‘islands’. 

2) Navigate a course to as many ‘islands’ as possible following a set of constraints.  

3) Turn on the stars in the constellation Ha’amonga to guide your path across the Pacific. 

 
Retrieving items means the item has been removed from the island it started on. Bringing the item back to the 
pool deck scores additional points.  
 

Competition Challenges & Judging 
Each competition will have awards for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place.  There will also be an overall award for the top 
team.  
       

I. Challenge Award Structure 
1. Pasifika Trade and Collection 
2. Journey Across the Pacific 
3. Origin of Ha’amonga (Orion’s Belt) 

ll. Presentation Award Structure 
Scientific Presentations 
 

 
Panels of external judges from industry, government agencies, and all education sectors including tertiary level 
will evaluate each challenge.   
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General Rules 
 
1. The Tether: 
Throughout the competition, the vehicles must move only under their own power.  Specifically, team 
members cannot pull on the tether or they will be disqualified.  
 
2. Modifications to the NZAquaBot: 

Vehicles shall consist of the parts and components contained within the equivalent of one NZAquaBot  kit, 
with the following exceptions: 

 Teams have a budget of $20.00 NZD to modify the NZAquaBot. Students are encouraged to ‘think 
outside the box’ with modification. Donated material should be assessed at what the cost would be to 
procure the material. The $20 NZD limit is for costs of the materials utilized on the final competition 
vehicle.  Reasonable spare parts are not included in this budget. 

 Hooks and attachments may be added/removed depending on the competition round. 
 Teams may only utilize stock NZAquaBot motors in thrusters (Jameco P/N 232022).  
 Teams may not add additional thrusters to the NZAquaBot.  A thruster is defined as a means of 

propulsion, normally but not limited to a motor and propeller assembly. 
 Teams will design for and utilize a 12-volt power source. Over charging or stacking batteries is not 

allowed.  
 Fit within a box with the dimensions of 30 x 45 x 45 cm  

 
3. Competition Day 

 Only 3 team members are allowed on the pool deck during competition. 

 Nothing other than the NZAquaBot vehicle should be put into the pool. 

 Each ROV will be inspected and qualified by a judge prior to competition. 

 In the event that a vehicle is inadvertently interfered with during a trial or a malfunction of a vehicle’s 
parts (i.e. the motor) that is beyond the design and construction put together by the team, the panel of 
judges will have the authority to allow the team time to fix their vehicle and allow them to compete 
later in the round. These malfunctions will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 
 

4.  Safety 
Once teams enter the cordoned off competition area to trim, adjust, practice or compete, team members 
must not receive outside assistance, materials or communication. Teams violating this rule will be ranked 
below all other teams.  
 
The event will be held at the Richmond Aquatic Centre, Richmond.  Safety regulations must be followed at all 
times.  Absolutely no competitor is allowed to go into the competition pool during NZAquaBots Competitions.  
Should an NZAquaBots competitor or any person connected with an NZAquaBots team (spectator, coach, 
parent, etc.) go into the pool, that team’s school will be disqualified from the competition. 
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Vehicle Performance   
1. Teams may make two official runs with their NZAquaBot with the shortest time recorded with a 

maximum time of 5 minutes. 
2. Elapsed time for each run starts when the student holding the NZAquaBot releases and holds his/her 

hands up in the air, easily visible to the timing official. Timing stops when the NZAquaBot touches the 
pool wall finish line. 

3. A team member may “manage” the amount of tether cable in the water, feeding and retracting length 
as desired, but the tether cable must be slack at all times; the team member may not use the tether 
cable to assist the NZAquaBot’s movement in any way.  

4. Provision for False Start: If a team has a “false start” defined as the NZAquaBot has left the wall before 
the start signal, 20 seconds will be added to that team’s timed score. 

5. In the unlikely event of a collision with another NZAquaBot, a team may elect a re-run.  The five-minute 
period does not apply to such a run. 

 
 
 

 

Schools already owning an NZAquaBot from previous years may compete using their old 
ROV as long as some form of structural modification is made, for example: shape change, 
material change, hydraulic system, etc. This should be noted in their presentation. Cost for 
competition only is $20 per team. 
 
REMEMBER! At least 2/3 of your team MUST drive your NZAquaBot vehicle. No one team 
member will be designated as the sole driver! 
 
Each competition section is scaled to be out of 100 points. MOI reserves the right to have a 
5th ‘surprise’ event. 
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TASK 1: Pasifika Trade and Ocean Harvest 

Description: Teams will travel to three different Pacific Islands 

 Maximum time on course 5 minutes. 

 Collect different trade items from different Pacific Islands: kava bowl, vanilla spice, and coconut oil. 

 Deliver three different ‘Tapa Cloth’ designs to each of the three islands 

 Collect various food items found around the pool-clams, sharks, fish (some of these float, some sink, 
and some are attached to structures). 

 Remove means to ‘take off the island’, Recover means to bring to a team member on the pool deck. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Coconut 

Oil 
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Tongan     Fijian    Samoan   
  
 
 
Task 2: NZAquaBots Journey Across the Pacific 
 
Description:  Teams will navigate to numerous Pacific Island nations in order to collect as many points as 
possible in the shortest amount of time and return to New Zealand. The course is roughly designed as shown 
with the point values as indicated. Islands will be represented by hoops of varying sizes, depths, and angles. 
Each will be tagged with a name. 

 
 
Maximum team 
members on 
course: 3 
Maximum time 
allotted per course: 
3 minutes. 
 
# Points deducted if 
return to NZ is after 
time limit has 
passed 
 
  1-15 sec = -10 pts 
16-30 sec = -20 pts 
31-45 sec = -30 pts 
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Task 3: Celestial Navigation Pasifika style 
Information on the significance of Ha’amonga can be found in the following websites. Be aware that your 
presentation should include a very small portion on this cultural aspect. 
http://blog.sailtrilogy.com/blog/maps-stars-polynesians-used-celestial-navigation-become-worlds-best-
explorers 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polynesian_navigation 
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/1910-navigating-without-instruments-introduction 
 

Description:  Ha’amonga constellation is very important in Pasifika culture, more notably Tongan. It is your job 

to ‘turn on’ Ha’amonga! The star will contain a hall-effect sensor that switches on an LED while a magnet is 

sufficiently close to the sensor. Teams will have the option of momentarily turning on the star or switching the 

star to “continuous on” mode for additional points.  

There will be THREE structures similar to the one shown in a row signifying the major 

stars in Orion’s Belt. The ‘stars’ will be approximately 1 m apart and at a depth of no 

more than 2 m. 

During the course of the competition you 

will also be given a Polynesian Navigation 

quiz via an on-line app. The quiz will be 35 

questions long, a mixture of true/false, 

multiple choice, and short answer. These 

questions will come from the websites 

noted above. 

 

 
 
 

 

          

 

 

 

http://blog.sailtrilogy.com/blog/maps-stars-polynesians-used-celestial-navigation-become-worlds-best-explorers
http://blog.sailtrilogy.com/blog/maps-stars-polynesians-used-celestial-navigation-become-worlds-best-explorers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polynesian_navigation
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/1910-navigating-without-instruments-introduction
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Presentations 

All teams must make a 7-10 minute presentation about their NZAquaBot experience. It is recommended that 
you speak for 6-7 minutes and leave 3-4 minutes for questions.   
 
All team members present in the room must participate in giving the presentation. The advisor/coach may be 
in the room if they choose, but he/she may not participate in the presentation or interact with the team 
members. 
 
Teams are advised to arrive at their designated presentation room 10‐minutes prior to their scheduled start 
time. Teams who are more then 5‐minutes late will not be allowed to present. 
 

Poster/Digital Presentation 
During the presentation, teams may use either a scientific poster (standard ‘science fair’ tri boards no larger 
than 90 x 145 cm) or a Digital Presentation to demonstrate their work to the judges.  The poster or digital 
presentation should contain the following criteria: 
 

 Title—Name of the NZAquaBot Project or Team 

 Team—Tell the judges about the team.  Include team members, teacher/coach, and volunteers. 

 Building Process and Challenges—Describe the process the team went through designing and building 

the NZAquaBot including any challenges/lessons learned the team faced during the design, 

construction, design priorities, and testing phases. 

 Research completed on design and/or scientific principles-buoyancy, refraction, propulsion, etc. 

 Modifications—describe and justify any modifications 

 Cost Documentation—Receipts or other proof of additional costs incurred in building the NZAquaBots. 

This should include itemized cost of additional items purchased or equivalent value in a simple table.  

Receipts should be kept in an envelope and clearly marked with team name, item and cost. 

 Trials—Describe the trials performed and how the NZAquaBots was adjusted after the trials. 

 

Regardless of the presentation method chosen, the team should be prepared to answer the judges’ questions 

after the presentation is completed. Questions and Answer time is included in the 7-10 minute presentation. 
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TEAM: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Task 1:  Pacific Trade and Harvest   Driver:____________________ 

 

Remove kava bowl from island (10 pts each)  Total Points: _______ 

Recover kava bowl (15 pts each)    Total Points: _______ 

 

Remove vanilla bean from island (10 pts each)  Total Points: _______ 

Recover vanilla bean (10 pts each)    Total Points: _______  

 

Remove coconut oil from island (5 pts each)  Total Points: _______ 

Recover coconut oil (10 pts each)    Total Points: _______ 

 

Deliver tapa cloth (10 pts each)     Total Points: _______ 

(must stay ON island!) 

 

Collect small floating fish (1 pt each)    Total Points: _______ 

Collect shark (5 pts each)      Total Points: _______ 

Collect clams (5 pst each)      Total Points: _______ 

Collect crayfish fish (5 pts each)      Total Points: _______ 

Collect sunk fish (5 pts each)     Total Points: _______ 

 

 

 

         Raw Points: _______ (270 max) 

 

      Scaled Score (Mult. By 10/27) _______________ 
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TEAM: ___________________________________________________ 

Task 2:  Journey Across the Pacific 

Island Visited? Points Total 

Tonga  10  

Samoa  10  

Tokelau  20  

Tahiti  20  

Hawaii  40  

Solomon Islands  20  

Vanuatu  30  

Subtotal  

Time Time over limit Penalty 

FINAL SCORE  

SCALED SCORE (multiply by 2/3)  
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TEAM: ___________________________________________________ 

Task 3:  Celestial Navigation Pasifika style 

 

Star On On continuously Total 

Alnitak 5 pts 10 pts  

Alnilam 5 pts 10 pts  

Mintaka 5 pts 10 pts  

Quiz Questions 70 possible points   

  TOTAL  
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TEAM:_____________________  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Total 
Rubric 
Score:  

 
________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaled 
Score:   

 
Muliply by 

25/14 
 
 
 

________ 
 
 

 

Rubric Points →  
Design Element ↓  

Exceptional 
8 

Excellent 
6 

Good 
4 

Fair 
2 

Needs 
Improvement 

0 

Design and 
NZAquaBot 
Structure  

Nicely decorated. 
Attention to detail 
and aesthetically 
pleasing. Fits over 
all theme of 
team/poster. 

Nicely 
decorated/painted. 

Is not 
decorated/painted 
well. 

Is not 
decorated/painted. 

Looks unpleasing. 

Poster/digital: 
Appearance 
/Organizational 
Flow 

Professional 
appearance. 
Exceptional use of 
colors, text, 
graphics, flow is 
intuitive to 
observers. 

Very pleasing to 
view, nice colours 
and graphics. Can 
follow  the 
processes explained 
on board. 

Pleasant to view. 
Section headings 
are clear but lacks 
clarity of specific 
flow of details 

Cluttered or sloppy 
appearance. Gives 
the appearance of 
solid mass of text. 
Does not flow 
logically. 

Unreadable or no 
poster.  

Presenting Professional 
appearance. 
Team speaks 
directly to judges. 
Each member 
equally 
participates. 
Information is 
clear 

Balanced. Text and 
graphics are even. 
Students grasp 
concepts and 
demonstrate a solid 
understanding of 
project. 

Too much text. The 
poster gives an 
overwhelming 
impression of text 
only.  

Team reads from 
screen, little to no 
eye contact. Backs 
to judges. 

Students unfamiliar 
with presentation. 

Presentation: 
Organizational 
Flow 

Professional 
organization and 
flow of the 
presentation are 
well timed, easy to 
follow, and highly 
engaging for the 
listeners. 

Professional 
organization and 
flow of the 
presentation are 
well timed, easy to 
follow, and usually 
engaging for the 
listeners. 

Competent. 
Organization and 
flow of the 
presentation are 
mostly smooth and 
orderly. 

Novice. 
Organization and 
flow of the 
presentation seem 
planned but are 
choppy. 

Disjointed. There is 
little to no 
organization or flow 
to the presentation. 

Polynesian 
Culture 

Team is very 
knowledgeable 
about the 
Polynesian 
navigation. Key 
facts are known. 

Highly proficient in 
knowledge but not 
many key facts. 

Competent. Team 
knows basic 
information. 

Novice. Team does 
not know much 
about Polynesian 
navigation  

Team clearly did not 
do any research on 
Polynesian 
navigation. 

Design 
Engineering 
concepts and 
explanation 

Expert. 
Students 
completely 
understand the 
engineering, 
mathematical, and 
physical concepts 
behind their 
design and clearly 
explain them to 
the judges. 

Highly Proficient. 
Students 
understand the 
engineering, 
mathematical, and 
physical concepts 
behind their design 
and clearly explain 
them to the judges. 

Competent. 
Students 
understand 1 or 2 of 
the engineering, 
mathematical, and 
physics concepts 
and can roughly 
explain them. 

Novice. 
Students can name 
some of the 
engineering, 
mathematical, and 
physics concepts 
but cannot explain 
them well. 

No presentation 

Question and 
Answer 

Expert. 

Students handle 
questions easily, 

demonstrating their 
knowledge of 

concepts. Students 
also inquire with 

thoughtful 
questions to the 

judges. 

Highly Proficient. 
Students handle 
questions well, 

demonstrating their 
knowledge of the 

concepts. Students 
also inquire with 

thoughtful questions 
to the judges. 

Competent. 
Students handle 

questions with some 
difficulty, 

demonstrating a 
partial 

understanding. 

Novice. 
Students were not 
able to handle or 
answer judge’s 

questions. 

No presentation 

Presentation/Poster Rubric 
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Team Name: _____________________________________ School: ____________________ 

 
Construction      

No loose parts that will potentially fall off during competition or handling.  Pass         Fail 

Ballast attachment is secure Pass         Fail 

Propeller is properly and securely fastened to motor shaft Pass         Fail 

  

Safety  

No Exposed wires on controller  Pass         Fail 

No Exposed live wires on NZAquaBot or Tether Pass         Fail 

No sharp edges Pass         Fail 

Alligator Clip covers (supplied with the kit) are installed on electrical 

contacts as appropriate 
Pass         Fail 

  

 Operations  

Team demonstrates forward and reverse operation of each propeller to 

ensure they are in proper working order  
Pass         Fail 

  

 Design Compliance   

No more than 3  propellers are installed  Pass         Fail 

All motors are standard issue and have not been upgraded  Pass         Fail 

If design modifications appear to approach the $20 allowable limit, team 

identifies that they have valid receipts to support the design modifications. 
Pass         Fail 

Aquabot fits inside the dimensions of 31x46x46 cm, including collection 

arm. 
 

 

 

Compliance Checklist 


